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Handbook of New Technologies for Genetic Improvement of LegumesCRC Press, 2008
A comprehensive and groundbreaking collection of ideas for plant improvement
Most of the world's supply of legumes is cultivated under adverse conditions     that make this commercially important crop susceptible to the vagaries of nature     and damaging stresses. Genetic manipulation has become a proven way for cultivators     to battle these...
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Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation ScriptsApress, 2014

	We are visual animals. But before we can see the world in its true splendor, our brains, just like our computers, have to sort and organize raw data, and then transform that data to produce new images of the world. Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation Scripts, Second Edition discusses turning many types of...
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Environment Learning for Indoor Mobile Robots: A Stochastic State Estimation Approach to Simultaneous Localization and Map BuildingSpringer, 2006
This monograph covers theoretical aspects of simultaneous localization and map building for mobile robots, such as estimation stability, nonlinear models for the propagation of uncertainties, temporal landmark compatibility, as well as issues pertaining the coupling of control and SLAM. One of the most relevant topics covered in this monograph is...
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For Crying Out Loud: From Open Outcry to the Electronic ScreenJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In Praise of For Crying Out Loud

"Endowed with strong parents and a bit of luck, Leo Melamed has made a remarkable escape from Nazi occupied Poland to building one of the pinnacles of global finance. Over four decades and more, he was the leading force in bringing his beloved 'Merc' from obscure trading pits for butter...
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Baroclinic Tides: Theoretical Modeling and Observational EvidenceCambridge University Press, 2005

	This book was first published in 2005. When an oceanic tidal wave that is primarily active on the water surface passes an ocean shelf or a region with a seamount, it is split into a less energetic surface wave and other internal modes with different wavelengths and propagation speeds. This cascading process, from the barotropic tides to the...
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The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind: How to Rewire Your Brain and Your Business for SuccessApress, 2014

	International Bestseller and Amazon #1 Hot New Release - "The Four Intelligences of the Business Mind" offers practical strategies for business transformation, based on research from organizational psychology, neuroscience, business analytics, and multiple intelligences theory.
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Numerical Computing with Python: Harness the power of Python to analyze and find hidden patterns in the dataPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understand, explore, and effectively present data using the powerful data visualization techniques of Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Use the power of Pandas and Matplotlib to easily solve data mining issues
	
			Understand the basics of statistics to build powerful predictive data...
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Combating Spyware in the EnterpriseSyngress Publishing, 2006
Spyware is a term that in many ways has become a commonly used substitute for many other types of intrusions on a host.To compare it to something in the nontechnical world, it would be similar to asking someone for some aspirin, but in return getting acetaminophen, ibuprofen, or some other pain...
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Systematics as Cyberscience: Computers, Change, and  Continuity in Science (Inside Technology)MIT Press, 2008
The use of information and communication technology in scientific research has been hailed as the means to a new larger-scale, more efficient, and cost-effective science. But although scientists increasingly use computers in their work and institutions have made massive investments in technology, we still have little idea how computing affects the...
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Rule Based Expert Systems: The Mycin Experiments of the Stanford Heuristic Programming ProjectAddison Wesley, 1984
The last seven years have seen the field of artificial intelligence (AI) transformed. This transformation is not simple, nor has it yet run its course. The transformation has been generated by the emergence of expert systems. Whatever exactly these are or turn out to be, they first arose during the 1970s, with a triple claim: to be AI systems that...
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Better Green Business: Handbook for Environmentally Responsible and Profitable Business PracticesWharton School Publishing, 2009

	Better Green Business brings together practical insights and start-to-finish strategies for moving any enterprise to a higher level of environmental stewardship. Drawing on his extensive experience from working across industries and functional boundaries, Dr. Eric G. Olson shows how to systematically...
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Enterprise Service Computing: From Concept to DeploymentIGI Global, 2006

	The developed economy is shifting from being manufacturing based to services based. Different from the traditional manufacturing business, the services business is more complicated and dynamic, and end-user driven rather than product driven. To stay competitive, an enterprise thus has to rethink its business strategies and revamp its...
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